1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced teleinformatic technologies nowadays provide a wide range of possibilities of development of industry or the institutions of public services. The big stress is put on the development of well-available information services called “e-everything”, like: e-government, e-money, e-banking, e-construction. These mentioned processes are fulfilled mainly by electronic way, thanks to which one can increase their availability, efficiency, and reliability, decreasing simultaneously the expenses of functioning.

Implementation of the public/firmware services is connected with the proper level of security of information exchanged between the parties of protocols realizing their main functions. Among teleinformatic technologies and cryptographic modules there are ones protecting different information security services, e.g.: confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, and anonymity of data (both, anonymity of the origin or destination of the data). The important problem seems to be the establishing the level of information security satisfied by the services in a given protocol. Every use of any network service is connected with information exchange, which in the case of successful attack causes different threats to the whole process. Estimation of the security levels for each phase of the communication or cryptographic protocol could help in solving this problem. However, such an approach seems to be only a partial solution, because thanks to a given service one can send information of different level of threats. A common practice is to use exaggerated tools of information security, which decrease an efficiency, system availability and introduce redundancy. Another effect of exaggeration of the security mechanisms is increasing the system complexity, which later influences implementation of a given project in practice, especially increasing expenses and decreasing efficiency.

The solution of this inconsistency seems to be the introduction of scalable security model, which can change security level depending on particular conditions of a given case. In the paper a mechanism, which can modify the level of information security for each phase of a protocol, is presented. Parameters, which influence modification of the security level, are: the risk of successful attack, probability of successful attack and some measures of independence (leading to completeness) of security elements. The used security elements, which take care of the protection of information, are based mainly on PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) services and cryptographic modules.

As an additional aspect of the scalable security model, especially dedicated to the sensor networks security and reliability, we consider the scalable security through the networks’ topology. We introduce a certain core sub-network with higher protection and cross-validation mechanisms to detect incidents wherever in the network. This is especially important in wireless networks with probable natural alternate communication breaks and restorations.
2 SECURITY SERVICES

In practice, realization of electronic processes is connected with fulfilment of many technological, legal and formal standards. While projecting the systems we can take care of different security services (Lambrinoudakis et al. 2003, NIST 2004). Among them we can specify: confidentiality of data, integrity of data, anonymity (or, more generally, privacy) of parties of the protocol, non-repudiation of senders and recipients, authorization of data and entities, secure data storage, management of privileges, public trust, freshness. Every security service has got its own characteristics (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of services</th>
<th>Name of services</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Integrity of data</td>
<td>Guarding against improper information modification or destruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-repudiation</td>
<td>Non-repudiation of action</td>
<td>Non-repudiation of sending the message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-repudiation of sender</td>
<td>Non-repudiation of sender’s identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-repudiation of receiver</td>
<td>Non-repudiation of recipient’s identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Confidentiality of data</td>
<td>Preserving authorized restriction on information access and disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Authorization of parties of the protocol</td>
<td>Correct authorization of parties of protocol is required to participate at the protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privileges</td>
<td>Management of privileges</td>
<td>A function in protocol depends on the permission level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymity</td>
<td>Network anonymity</td>
<td>Anonymity of message sender (with network anonymity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymity of data</td>
<td>Anonymity of message sender (without network anonymity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Availability of services</td>
<td>Ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public trust</td>
<td>Trust between parties of the protocol</td>
<td>Possibility of public verification of action in a protocol between parties of the protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTP trust (Trusted Third Party)</td>
<td>Possibility of public verification of action in a protocol with TTP usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure storage</td>
<td>Secure storage of data</td>
<td>Confidential and permanent storage of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshness</td>
<td>Data freshness</td>
<td>Data freshness implies that data is recent, no old massages are replicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key freshness</td>
<td>Each shared cryptographic key is fresh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system conditions, which are described by the security services, can be provided by many different security elements. To obtain appropriate security level we can use different security mechanisms. Some specific mechanisms as well as systematic reviews of the security tools can be found at the literature (Menezes et al. 1997, Anderson 2001, Groves 2001, Pietro et al. 2002, Patel et al. 2002, Chlamtac et al. 2003, Kulesza & Kotulski 2003, Hu & Sharma 2005). In this paper we concentrate on describing conditions for appropriate selection of the countermeasures adequate for a certain level of threats.

3 SYSTEM ASSUMPTION

Before we outline the model of scalable security, it is worth describing the system architecture and potential security assumption.

Figure 1: System communication architecture.
3.1 System architecture

In this paper we consider a sensor network, which is built of two kinds of sensors: core sensors and additional sensors. The core sensors are constructed of some highly efficient devices, so they can realize all security requirements by using advanced mechanisms of information protection. The devices are linked to each other with high bandwidth network connections by means of which the data can be very fast transported between the core sensors. The core sensors are crucial in our scalable security model of security because they are responsible for the additional sensors’ management.

The additional sensors sub-network is based on small devices that have limited communication and calculations possibilities. Especially, they have limited energy storage. An example of such a device that could play a role of the additional sensor is the sensor used in SmartDust (Perrig et al. 2001) program; its basic characteristics are presented in Table 2.

The communication between the additional sensor and the core sensor is performed by means of wireless network, using earlier defined communication (secure) protocols (Feeney 1999, Perrig et al. 2001). Generally, the security protocols in a given protocol; i is the number of subprotocols in a given protocol; j is the number of steps of parameters in a given subprotocol; x is a concrete security service; \( \omega_{ij}^x \) is the weight describing an average of some redundant tools of information security, what in effect can improve the system efficiency, data availability and, as a consequence, can increase the system overall security and reduce its costs of operating.

In this paper we present for the sensor network the model of two-stage scalability, containing the scalability of core and additional sensors.

4 MODEL OF SCALABLE SECURITY

A successful realization of an electronic process strongly depends on the proper level of security. Security services, which are usually overestimated in comparison to real risk. One can notice that even in the same electronic process there are differences in the pieces of information sent, their priorities and values. Thus, they are subjects of different threats, which in the case of successful attack will affect some certain parts of the security protocol. In the case of small threat there is a chance of decreasing some redundant tools of information security, what in effect can improve the system efficiency, data availability and, as a consequence, can increase the system overall security and reduce its costs of operating.

In this paper we present for the sensor network the model of two-stage scalability, containing the scalability of core and additional sensors.

4.1 Core sensors

Under our assumption of the practically unlimited resources of the core sensors sub-network, its scalability can be fully realized. To describe the level of security of electronic process in such a network we propose the semi-empirical formula, where the security depends on several intuitively interpreted factors. Thus, the security level can be modified by means of the proper choice of the parameters. In the presented conception of scalable security, the protection of information is a scalar quantity, which is a function of three multiplicative components, that is:

\[
F_S = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \sum_{x} (L_{ij}^x)(\omega_{ij}^x(1-P_{ij}^x))(\omega_{ij}^xL_{ij}^x)^2 ,
\]

where \( s \) is the security level, which is realized by a given version of protocol; \( i \) is the number of subprotocols; \( j \) is the number of steps of parameters in a given subprotocol; \( x \) is a concrete security service; \( \omega_{ij}^x \) is the weight describing an av-
The security level of electronic processes mainly depends on the used elements of protection of information required by security services.

4.2 Additional sensors

In the considered sensor network the essential role play the additional sensors. They make possible making measurements in a huge number of spatial points, due to low cost of the sensor devices and easy sensor location. However, application of the scalable security procedure for the additional sensors is strongly constrained by technical conditions. Therefore we propose the new procedure of the security level switching in the scheme, based on the methodology, which uses the cross-validation of the results of measurements obtained, by the core sensors and the additional sensors. We assume that the results obtained from the core sensors are reliable (due to their cryptographic protection sufficient at actual environmental conditions). The measurements obtained from the additional sensors should agree (in a certain sense) with the measurements of corresponding core sensors. To verify this agreement we apply the cross-validation procedure, which should prepared in a way adequate for the concrete structure where the sensors are located. Generally, such a procedure can be planned for an individual core sensor and its surrounding, several core sensors or the whole sensors network.

To describe the scalable security model for the additional sensors sub-network assume that it works with an adequate security level, collecting the measurements. We consider if the level should be changed. The procedure of changing the security level is based on calculation of the difference (the total sum of differences) between the results measured by a core sensor and the analogous result estimated from the measurements of the surrounding additional sensors. This difference can be calculated, at any time $t$, by means of following formula:

$$
\Delta(m, t) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left| g\left(m^*_j(t)\right) - f\left(m^*_{ad}(t), \gamma_j; i = 1, ..., k\right) \right|, \quad (2)
$$

where $t$ is the moment of time when the measurement is taken; $j$ is the number of core sensor; $i$ is the number of additional sensor; $m^*_j(t), j = 1, ..., n$ are the values measured by core sensors; $m^*_{ad}(t), i = 1, ..., k$ are the values of parameters measured by additional sensors (all at a certain moment $t$); $g_j, j = 1, ..., n$ are some scaling functions; $f$ is a certain model function that relates results of measurements by additional sensors to the result of measurements by the core sensor $\gamma_j \in [0, 1], j = 1, ..., n, i = 1, ..., k$ are the weights that define an impact of $i$-th additional sen-
sensor on the $j$-th core sensor. In the particular model presented in Figure 1, the value of $\gamma_{ij}$ is equal 1 if the $i$-th additional sensor is the first zone of the $j$-th core sensor, 0.5 if in the second zone, and 0 otherwise (we could also assume some continuous scaling of the ranges of additional sensors).

Equation 2 is a counterpart of the formula, which in statistics makes possible the cross-validation of experimental data (Hildebrand et al. 1977, Stone 1978). In this method some selected data point (a result of measurement) is verified on the basis of the values of other measurements due to application of some regression dependencies. For the cross-verification of the measurements in the sensor networks we can use not only the statistical regression, but also some physical dependencies (formulae) resulting from the known model of the measured engineering structure.

The reasoning in the method is the following. If we observe the agreement of the results, that is the difference is below a certain earlier determined level, we leave the security level unchanged. If the difference excides this level, we increase the required security level for additional sensors and switch on certain security services for the additional sensors network (suspecting an attack on the additional sensors). Then we continue an action according to some alert procedure, deciding whether we observed the attack or some abnormal behaviour of the structure.

Extending the model, we can assume that the level of system standby depends on deviations between estimated and measured values. Along with growing deviation, the system of appropriate additional sensor is set up on a higher threat level. That level controls the security mechanisms used in the network of additional sensor. The defined alarm levels are connected with specified security mechanisms, which fulfil a given process assumptions.

When the additional sensors sub-network increases the protection level, the specified security mechanisms are established. These selected mechanisms will be used to calculate the protection level for the defined group of sensor. Calculation of the additional sensors sub-network protection level is similar to the analogous calculation for the core sensors, to this end it is used in Equation 1. For the additional sensors sub-network it should be created special combination of security mechanisms, which will be adequate to abilities of the used devices. Thus, this combination should be preceded by a detailed analysis.

The mentioned procedures are realized by a cyclical process. Therefore, after defining the protection level, the security level of the core sensors is defined. The described cycle is presented in Figure 2.

To complete the model we assume that in a case of expected threats (some general alert), the security level of the additional sensors sub-network can be increased manually by the operator.

5 RISK ANALYSIS

The scalable security for the additional sensors sub-network can be realized as a risk analysis cyclic process (see Figure 3). As mentioned above, the components needed in the risk management process are complex, based on many information protection items (ISO/IEC FDIS 13335-1). The steps in the cyclic process in Figure 3, extended with the scalability mechanism, are the following.

![Figure 3: The cycle and relationship of security elements for risk management](image)

5.1 Assets

The basic step in setting up security process is analysing the organization assets. One has to establish the level of vulnerabilities of assets and on this base one will set up proper security elements.

5.2 Threats

Potential threats can cause harm on gathered assets by a given organization. The harms can be caused by attack on information taking part in process or on the system. The threats must use vulner-
abilities in assets and then can cause some harm. Threats can be divided into human and environmental, and next into deliberate and accidental. For setting up the threats one should define the level of such a threat and calculate the probability of such an incident occurrence.

5.3 Vulnerabilities

A weakness of an asset that can be exploited by one or more threats is known as Vulnerability. Vulnerabilities associated with assets include weaknesses in the physical layout, organization, procedures, management, hardware, software, information etc. Vulnerability itself does not cause harm but only in the case of an attack.

5.4 Impact

Impact is the result of some information security incident, caused by a threat, which affects assets. The impact could be a destruction of certain assets, damage security system and compromise of confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, authenticity, reliability etc. Possible indirect impact includes financial losses, company image, etc.

5.5 Safeguards

Safeguards are practices, procedures or mechanisms that may protect against a threat, reduce vulnerability, and reduce the impact of an information security incident.

5.6 Risk

The risk is characterized by a combination of two factors, the probability of the incident occurring and its impact. Any change to assets, threats, vulnerabilities and safeguards may have significant effects on risk.

5.7 Scalable Security

Additional item in the risk management process one can attach scalable security (Książępski & Kotulski 2005). Every analysis of information protection often shows new vulnerable structures in the system, which causes additional security elements. These protections are often overestimated, what in a general case lowers efficiency, availability of system, and excess redundancy. Thanks to scalable security one can change security level depending on given requirements of the electronic process.

All of the mentioned elements are closely connected and their relationship is precisely presented by standards (NIST 2004, FIPS 140-2, ISO/IEC FDIS 13335-1 ISO/IEC 19790) and analysed in research papers (Patel et al. 2002, Lambrinoudakis et al. 2003, Książępski & Kotulski 2005). Consideration on security of systems is a never-ending process. The risk analysis cannot be stopped, because the threats can never be completely eliminated.

6 THE MODEL USAGE

The model of scalable security proposed in this paper can be used only if within the sensor network the core sensors sub-network could be created. The core sensors must be linked to each other by high bandwidth connection. As an example of possible application of our model of security in real structure we could consider a bridge along which we can distribute the sensors to measure displacements of the structure as well as other parameters of its functioning. It is obvious that we can find some safe places where the core sensors could be located (and linked to the communication wired or optical fibre system). However, to have more detailed measurements we should also locate sensors in some exposed places (lines, guy ropes, moving elements, etc.). Thus, the additional sensors in our model, which measure densely distributed and very local values of parameters, could be placed in any positions, in particular in the locations where the solid physical connections to the core sensors are difficult or impossible to realize. The number of used additional sensors could reach up even to a couple of thousands (Chlamtac et al. 2003, Hu & Sharma 2005). The reliability of the measurements obtained from the additional sensors verified by the cross-validation procedure with the core sensors according to the methodology described in the above.
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